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HierarcHical carbon Fiber-carbon nanotubes by using electrospray Deposition MetHoD  
witH preserveD tensile properties

in this study, the electrospray deposition (esD) method was used to deposit carbon nanotubes (cNT) onto the surfaces of 
carbon fibers (cF) in order to produce hybrid carbon fiber-carbon nanotubes (cF-cNT) which is rarely reported in the past. extreme 
high-resolution field emission scanning electron microscopy (XHR-FeseM), high-resolution transmission electron microscopy 
(HRTeM) and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPs) were used to analyse the hybrid carbon fiber-carbon nanotube (cF-cNT). 
The results demonstrated that cNT was successfully and homogenously distributed on the cF surface. Hybrid cF-cNT was then 
prepared and compared with cF without cNT deposition in terms of their tensile properties. statistically, the tensile strength and 
the tensile modulus of the hybrid cF-cNT were increased by up to 3% and 25%, respectively, as compared to the cF without cNT 
deposition. The results indicated that the esD method did not cause any reduction of tensile properties of hybrid cF-cNT. based 
on this finding, it can be prominently identified some new and significant information of interest to researchers and industrialists 
working on cF based products.
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1. introduction

Researchers have drawn significant attention to hierarchical 
or multiscale composites, where nanoscale materials are topo-
logically combined with microscale reinforcements, provided 
that various synergistic results can be easily realised by utilising 
these materials [1]. carbon nanotubes (cNT) are ideal candidates 
for nanoscale reinforcement due to their large surface area, good 
compatibility with polymers and excellent mechanical, electrical 
and thermal properties [2]. Meanwhile, carbon fibers (cF) have 
also received remarkable attention in micro scaling reinforcement 
due to their high stiffness, strength and lightness properties [3].

Hybridizing cF with cNT to enhance the interfacial prop-
erties of composites has been demanding topic for the last few 
decades [4-6]. currently, several methods have been developed 
to hybridize cF with cNT, such as chemical vapour deposition 
(cVD) [7-10], electrophoretic deposition (ePD) [11-13] and 
chemical functionalization [14-16]. While all of these methods 

are commonly known to have successfully improving interfacial 
properties of polymer composites, but somehow, there are some 
drawbacks to each method especially in the reduction of tensile 
properties of hybrid cF-cNT [17]. in the case of the cVD 
method, the high processing temperature contributes to the reduc-
tion of the cF properties especially in the longitudinal direction 
[18,19]. Meanwhile for ePD and chemical functionalization, it 
has been reported that both methods expose cF and cNT to exces-
sive chemical treatments, which can indirectly contribute to the 
reduction of the mechanical properties of cF and cNT [20-23]. 

another emerging technique for the hybridization of the cF 
and cNT is the electrospray deposition (esD) method [24]. This 
process is conducted at room temperature and the cF and cNT are 
not treated with excessive chemical treatments [25]. in addition, 
epoxy resin has been used as a binder to improve the adhesion 
between the cF and cNT [26]. apart from that, there are other 
benefits offered by this technique such as cost  effectiveness and 
the potential to manufacture on a large scale [27]. Until recently, 
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the utilization of esD in depositing cNT onto the surfaces of cF 
is still less reported due to its complexity of instrument set-up 
and therefore the knowledge is remains unclear.

based on this limitation, this research is purposefully design 
to explore the effect of hybridization of the cF and cNT by us-
ing esD method. The distribution of cNT on cF surface was 
characterized via extreme high-resolution field emission scan-
ning electron microscopy (XHR-FeseM) and high-resolution 
transmission electron microscopy (hRteM). Finally, the tensile 
properties of hybrid cF-cNT and cF without cNT deposition 
were evaluated and compared by single fiber tensile test.

2. experimental

2.1. Materials

Multi-walled cNT with a length of 10-30 μm, an inner 
diameter of 5-10 nm, an outer diameter of 20-30 nm and a cF 
with a thickness of 0.3 mm were purchased from sky spring 
Nanomaterials inc., Houston, TX, Usa and Toray industries 
inc., chuo-ku, Tokyo, respectively. N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone 
(NMP) solvent was purchased from sigma-aldrich, st. louis, 
Mo, Usa. an epoxy adhesive (UV 367) that was rapidly cured 
in 3 seconds under UV light was purchased from Penchem 
Technologies sdn. bhd., Penang, Malaysia.

2.2. preparation of hybrid cF-cnt 

Hybrid cF-cNT was prepared using the electrospray depo-
sition method. a sonicator (Q700, Qsonica, Melville, cT, Usa) 
was used to disperse 0.1 g of cNT in 50 ml of NMP at a frequency 
of 50 kHz for 5 hours to prepare a cNT dispersion desirable for 
electrospray deposition. the sonicator was used to break down 
the agglomeration of the cNT and create a better distribution 
of the cNT. after that, 1 ml of UV 367 was applied to the cNT 
dispersion as a binder to improve the binding strength between 
the cNT and the cF. in preparation for electrospray deposition, 
the equipment consisted of a stainless steel needle (0.55 mm 
outer diameter, 0.3 mm inner diameter, 23g) and a steel plate 
as a ground electrode. The high voltage power supply preci-
sion (Model type es20P-20W) is linked to the stainless steel 
needle and is capable of generating an applied voltage of 20 kV 
at resolution of 0.1 kV. The needle is fitted to a 20 ml syringe 
and the syringe is attached to a syringe pump (New era Pump 
systems, inc., Usa, Model Ne-1600). This model of syringe 
pump was able to regulate flow rates of up to 0.001 μl/hr. cF 
was then mounted on the steel roller. Then, The cNT dispersion 
with a flow rate of 0.02 ml/min was then applied during the 
process with an applied voltage of 15 kV and a spray duration 
of 15 minutes. after completion of the spraying process, the cF 
was left to dry for 24 hours and the spraying process was repeated 
on the opposite side. Fig. 1 shows the setup of the electrospray 
deposition for this research.

Fig. 1. general view of electrospray deposition process

2.3. characterization of Hybrid cF-cnt

an extreme high-resolution field emission scanning elec-
tron microscope (XHR-FeseM) (Model: Fei Verios 460l) and 
a high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTeM) 
(Model: Philip TecNai 20) were used to observe the morphol-
ogy of the cNT, cF and hybrid cF-cNT. X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPs) was performed to investigate the elemental 
compositions on the surfaces of cNT, cF and hybrid cF-cNT. 
Wide scan spectra were obtain using the aXis Ultra DlD, kratos 
(Uk) with an al ka X-ray source. The analysis was performed 
on an area of 300×700 μm2 with the slot aperture and the pass 
energy of the hemispheric analyzer set at 60 eV for wide scan. 

2.4. single Fiber test

single fiber tensile test of cF and hybrid cF-cNT was 
performed using Diastron lex810 miniature tensile (Uk) in 
accordance to the asTM c 1557 standard test method [28]. 
Prior to the test, a cF and hybrid cF-cNT were conditioned 
in a desiccator at room temperature for 24 hours. a single fiber 
tensile test was carried out using a 15 mm gage length and 
a 0.5 mm/min crosshead speed. Mitutoyo lsM 500s laser scan 
micrometer (Japan) with fiber dimensional analysis FDas770 
Diastron (Uk) was used to measure the diameter of the single 
fiber. The diameters were determined across the single fiber at 
three different places and the average value was taken as the 
corresponding single fiber diameter. a total of 50 single fiber 
samples were measured for each sample.

3. results and discussion

The surface morphologies of the cNT, cF and hybrid 
cF-cNT were characterized by using seM. Fig. 2a-b shows 
the seM images of the cNT with diameter about 10-20 nm. 
Fig. 2c-d displays the morphological structure of the cF with 
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diameter about 6-8 μm. based on the figures, it can be clearly 
seen the smooth surface of cF with grooves running along the 
longitudinal direction before deposition of cNT. The Fig. 2e-f 
shows the FeseM images of the hybrid cF-cNT. it was observed 
that the cNT was homogeneously distributed and covered the 
entire surface of the cF. More interestingly, the esD method 
succeeded in properly depositing the cNT on the cF surface 
without forming any agglomeration. This phenomenon was due 
to the use of high-electric fields to convert the cNT suspension 
into nanodroplets with a uniform coating.

HRTeM provides detailed analysis of carbon microstructure 
in the cNT, cF and hybrid cF-cNT specimen. Fig. 3 shows HR-
TeM images of the cNT, cF and hybrid cF-cNT. Fig. 3a shows 
the HRTeM images of the cNT, which illustrated that cNT is 
multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWcNT). From the HRTeM 
images of Fig. 3b, the graphitic structure of the cF is tortuos-
ity and not well oriented as compared to graphitic structure of 
cNT. This may be due to the presence of disorder or amorphous 
carbon. Fig. 3c shows the HRTeM images of hybrid cF-cNT. 
From the images, it can be observed the cNT was attached on 

Fig. 2. seM images of (a-b) cNT, (c-d) cF and (e-f) Hybrid cF-cNT

Fig. 3. HRTeM images of (a) cF, (b) cNT and (c) Hybrid cF-cNT
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the cF surface, which indicated that the cNT was successfully 
deposited on the cF surface via esD method. in addition, the 
cNT is preserved in the form of a tubular structure without 
significant damage to the cNT wall and retain similar to the 
HRTeM image of the cNT in Fig. 3a. it can be also seen from 
the HRTeM image that the structure of cF after the deposition of 
cNT is preserved from any damage caused by the high-electric 
fields of esD method. similar findings have been reported by 
li et al. [24] where they also agreed that esd method does not 
cause any significant damage to the structure of the cF and cNT 
and therefore, indirectly contributed to the better tensile perfor-
mances than that of other hybridization methods. Moreover, the 
esD method can also distribute cNT on the cF surface without 
any form of agglomeration. 

as is well known, the XPs is a very useful instrument 
for determining chemical composition and functional groups 
of cNT and cF. Fig. 4 shows the XPs wide-scan spectrum of 
cNT, cF and hybrid cF-cNT. based on the result, the cNT, 
cF and hybrid cF-cNT show a strong c1s peak at a binding 
energy of 284.4 eV, 284.6 eV and 284.6 eV, respectively. These 
peaks designate to the c-c bond from the graphitic structure of 
the cNT and cF. The cNT shows higher c1s peak compared 
to cF. This indicated the cNT has more c-c bonds from sp2 
carbon atom of graphite structure. besides, the cNT, cF and 
hybrid cF-cNT also show a presence of o1s peak at a binding 
energy of 533.3 eV, 533.0 eV and 533.0 eV, respectively. The 
presence of these peaks designates to the c-o bond. From the 
observation, it can be seen the cF shows high o1s peak compared 
to the cNT. The c/o ratio of the cNT, cF and hybrid cF-cNT 
were calculated and summarized in taBle 1. From the result, 
the cNT shows the highest c/o ratio. This indicates the cNT 
has high graphitic structure. based on the c/o ratio of hybrid 
cF-cNT, it can be observed that deposition of cNT has increased 
the c/o ratio of cF. as discussed previously, c1s spectrum of 
XPs are influenced by the graphite structure of cNT and cF. 

based on the result, the cNT shows a higher peak at the c1s 
spectrum as compared to the cF. in addition, the peak of cF at 
the c1s spectrum and c=c stretching show increases in intensity 
after deposition of cNT, indicated that the cNT was successfully 
deposited on the surface of cF.

taBle 1
Mass percentages and c/o ratio obtained by XPs on cNT, cF  

and hybrid cF-cNT

sample c (%) o (%) c/o ratio
cNT 95.36 4.64 20.55
cF 78.00 22.00 3.56

Hybrid cF-cNT 87.72 12.28 7.14

The single fiber test was performed in order to evaluate 
the tensile properties of hybrid cF-cNT and to study whether 
the esD process does give any collateral effect to their tensile 
properties. Tensile stress-strain curves of cF and hybrid  cF-cNT 
are shown in Fig. 5. Meanwhile, Table 2 summarized the 
tensile strength and tensile modulus of cF and hybrid cF-cNT. 
The result showed that the tensile strength of hybrid cF-cNT 
was 4517 MPa, which is 3% higher than that of cF without 
deposited cNT (4382 MPa). Meanwhile, the tensile modulus of 
hybrid cF-cNT increased up to 412 gPa, which is about 25% 
higher as compared to cF. based on the recorded result, it was 
experimentally proven that the esD process did not cause any 
significant reduction of tensile properties of hybrid cF-cNT as 
compared to the other methods. 

More interestingly, this method could also improve the 
tensile strength and the tensile modulus of hybrid cF-cNT by 
modifying and improving the surface flaws of cF during manu-
facturing. besides that, the UV cured epoxy which was used as 
a binder to attach cNT on the cF surface could also retard the 
potential flaws on the cF surface. This argument was in agree-
ment with the one that has been reported by li et al. [24].

Fig. 4. XPs wide-scan spectrum of cNT, cF and hybrid cF-cNT
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generally, the tensile properties of hybrid cF-cNT pro-
duced via cVD and chemical functionalization have recorded the 
decreasing pattern in both tensile strength and tensile modulus 
[29,30]. This reduction may be attributed to the high processing 
temperature of cVD and permanent exposure of cF and cNT 
under strong acid treatment during chemical functionalization. 
Qian and his co-workers were also recorded losses in the tensile 
strength and tensile modulus of around 17% and 2%, specifically 
for the hybrid cF-cNT produced by using the cVD method 
[31]. as for the chemical functionalization method, zhang et 
al. had reported a decrease of 3% in the tensile strength of the 
hybrid cF-cNT [32]. 

taBle 2
Tensile properties of cF and Hybrid cF-cNT

samples tensile strength 
(Mpa)

tensile Modulus 
(gpa)

cF 4382 ± 48 351 ± 18 
Hybrid cF-cNT 4517 ± 54 412 ± 23 

4. conclusion

Hybrid cF-cNT specimens have been successfully pre-
pared using esD method with an applied voltage of 15 kV and 
a spray duration of 15 minutes. This method used high-electric 
field to produce a uniform coating and homogeneous distribution 
of cNT on the cF surface. The XHR-FeseM, HRTeM and XPs 
results proved that the esD method had homogenously deposited 
cNT on the cF surface. interestingly, the hybrid cF-cNT speci-
mens had also showed higher tensile properties as compared to 
the cF without cNT deposition. From these findings, it can be 
concluded that the esD method is reliable and ready for future 
prospect of hybrid materials processing.
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